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Mer Sea
37' (11.28m)   2012   Sea Ray   370 Sun Dancer
Cabo San Lucas    Mexico

OVERVIEW
  
Manufacturer:Sea Ray
Engines: 2 Mercury Hull Material: Fiberglass
Engine Model:Mercruiser 8.2 Horizon Cruise Speed: 18
Engine HP: 370 Max Speed: 30
Beam: 12' 7" Cabins/Heads:2 / 1
Max Draft: " Fuel Type: Gas/Petrol
Water: Fuel:

$229,000
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Data Sheet

Category: Cruisers
Condition: Used
Model Year: 2012
Beam: 12'7'' (3.84m)
LOA: 37' 6'' (11.43m)
Cabins: 2
Sleeps: 6
Heads: 1

Maximum Speed: 30 Cruise Speed: 18
Fuel Type: Gas/Petrol
Hull Material: Fiberglass

HIN/IMO: SERT4084K112
Stock #: BR2961-PRD

Engines/Generators

Engine 1
Mercury
Mercruiser 8.2 Horizon
Inboard
370HP
Fuel: Gas/Petrol
Hours: 700
Hours Date: 08-08-2020
Year: 2012
Serial #: 21276v
Location: Port

Engine 2
Mercury
Mercruiser 8.2 Horizon
Inboard
370HP
Fuel: Gas/Petrol
Hours: 700
Hours Date: 08-08-2020
Year: 2012
Serial #: 21280v
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Summary/Description

For Sale

*PRELIMINARY LISTING - MORE PHOTOS AND DETAILS COMING UP*

The flagship of Sea Rays sport cruiser line, the 370 Sundancer. The generous dimensions of this 2012 37' Sea Ray 370
Sundancer Yacht - Mer sea's express style boat make it exceptionally qualified for cruising and entertaining, a roomy
interior with plenty of headroom, forward V berth with queen size bed, large mid stateroom, convertible salon sofa, can
comfortably sleep 6 on this vessel. Plenty of room to accommodate 8 plus 2 crew.

Features a full galley and head with shower.

Mer-Sea is an extremely well kept and maintained example of the 370 Sundancer.

Cabin

The Air conditioned / heated cabin is accessed via the sliding door, features a teak and holly sole, the head with stand-up
shower is to port, further forward is the large galley with solid surface counter-top, cherry cabinets with flip up doors on
the overhead storage. A recessed 2 burner electric cook-top, a large stainless steel sink, under counter fridge and
separate freezer, Microwave is above in cabinetry. The forward queen V berth is behind sliding doors and features ample
storage space on either side and under the berth.

To starboard is a large sofa that drops and pulls out for an extra berth, there is good storage underneath, above there
are more cabinets for storage.

Aft cabin behind a curtain is an area with twin berth that features separate TV and electrical outlets and AC .There is a
large flat screen TV above the Aft cabin entrance .

Helm
Features well laid out electronics
Full set of gauges for both engines
Garmin navigation
Chart plotter
VHF radio   

Cockpit
Entry to the cockpit is through the starboard side, and directly forward there is a small step to reach the wide side
walks up to the bow.
Cockpit features a Kenyon electric grill with sink and under cabinet fridge.
Helm seat rotates on swivel base to face into cockpit, large bench seat wraps around to port with plenty of
storage beneath.

Electronics
Garmin color GPS / digital sounder.
VHF radio.
Power engine hatch.
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Kohler 5k generator
Powered windlass

 Electrical panel is located in cabinet starboard in main cabin   

Engine Room

Hydraulic lift allows easy access to well laid out engine room, with plenty of room to work.       

Cockpit
Entry to the cockpit is through the starboard side of the teak swim platform, there is a drop down rumble seat and
directly forward there is a small step to reach the wide side walks up to the bow. Entry to bow is also up a few
steps that are integrated into the sliding door to the cabin.
Bow has large tilt up sun-pad.
Cockpit features a Kenyon electric grill with sink and under cabinet fridge.
Helm seat rotates on swivel base to face into cockpit, large bench seat wraps around to port with plenty of
storage beneath 
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